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INTERTIDAL AND SHORE STATION WATER QUALITY 


























CHLOROPHYLL-A EVENT DETECTIONS AND CONDITIONAL AVERAGES 
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is the principal wave direction (Earle, M., 1996, O'Reilly et al., 1996). To calculate the 






























the term 'conditional average' is 
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calculated using Vincentry's formula from the geopy package 
MOPS NEARSHORE WAVE MODEL 
and Prediction System (MOPS) model produced by CDIP was used (O'Reilly et al., 
RESULTS 

































r 2 = 0.823, p < 
0.01 




























































































Ty offshore = 































NEARSHORE CHLOROPHYLL VARIABILITY 




































WIND AND WAVE VARIABILITY 
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ESTIMATING NEARSH0RE STOKES DRIFT 
























































































national ocean observing efforts such as NOAA's Integrated Ocean Observing System 
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